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Abstract: This paper examines the major tax avoidance determinants within the corporate groups, based on a hand-collected sample of 45 publicly-listed Moroccan corporate groups, over the 2011–2015 period. The literature review indicates that there are several practices of Moroccan corporate groups, used to reduce their tax liabilities, specifically, we find, Group size, Intra-group transactions, Profitability, Intangible Assets, Debts, and Multinationality. Finally, our regression results show that only the multinationality, intra-group transactions and Debts are used to maximize tax avoidance opportunities, therefore to reduce the group’s tax liabilities.
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1. Introduction

Taxation was always considered as a Tax burden which blocked the development of companies. Nowadays, in a national and international competitive context, the taxation occupies an important place in the company strategic decisions, particularly in terms of location and investment, and it’s also a key factor for competitiveness in a competitive environment. From now on, taxation has become the main concern of all companies. This new trend encourages companies to adopt a more active and dynamic attitude towards their tax management, and this through the tax avoidance practices which constitute for the company a real lever of success and financial performance.

The economic literature is very rich of studies on corporate taxation in general, while there is just little work on the question of tax avoidance within corporate groups specifically. Some researchers have attempted to define the concept of tax avoidance, in which Flesch's work [1], defined it as the art of avoiding tax without actually breaking the law. So Oats [2] considered this definition as broad and fails to grasp the nuances and the distinctions between the acceptable and unacceptable tax avoidance*. Other authors [3] considered tax avoidance as a legal activity. The question of what is lawful remains ambiguous. Pallan [4] also confirmed this finding by considering tax avoidance as a legal activity on the legal and economic side, while too much avoidance can turn into tax evasion which is for some specialists an illegal activity. Similarly, Abdulrazaq [5] and Oats [2] have confirmed that tax avoidance is generally considered a legal practice against tax evasion. Thus, Killian and Kolitz, [6] have concluded that the tax avoidance is a legal practice because tax legislation is often open to interpretation.

The complexity of tax legislation often lies in the diversity of interpretations that sometimes contradict with the spirit of the law [8]. Indeed, studies by Sikka [3] have confirmed that the various interpretations of the tax law letter are the tax avoidance source. The work of Duff [10] also showed that some forms of tax avoidance are clearly acceptable while others remain ambiguous. Although some highly sophisticated optimization techniques designed to reduce the tax burden, and they could be considered an illegal activity. Alm [11] found that tax avoidance can take various legal and illegal forms, while it is influenced by the incentives created by the tax system.

Internationally, the multinational groups often manipulate transfer pricing policies in order to transfer their profits from high tax areas to those with little or no taxation [12]. It should also be pointed out that this transfer pricing practice is rooted in the culture of many western firms [14].
The question of our work consists of examining the determinants of tax avoidance within corporate groups, such as the means by which the corporate groups can use in order to reduce their tax liabilities. In the same way, our objective is to evaluate the impacts of tax avoidance determinants on the tax liabilities of the groups, while using the effective tax rate (ETR) as a tax avoidance measure.

The importance of our research work appears at several levels; In the first place, our study is the first in Morocco in which it studies the determinants of tax avoidance within the corporate groups. Secondly, this study contributes to the development of research on the taxation of corporate groups [23], [26], [19], [20], and this is through the construction of a tax avoidance measure within groups, at the end, our study provides a global view on how the Moroccan listed groups engage in tax avoidance.

Our empirical evidence study focuses on a sample of 45 corporate groups listed on the Casablanca Securities Exchange, for a period of 5 years, from 2011 to 2015. This study consists of analyzing the consolidated financial statements and the information notes relating to the financial transactions of the corporate groups. In fact, the results of this study (multiple regression method) showed that the intra-group transactions, debts and multinationality are significantly associated with the tax avoidance of corporate groups. Consequently, they represent the main determinants of tax avoidance within corporate groups.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a brief review of the U.S. literature on the topic of group tax avoidance; Section 3 develops our hypotheses; Section 4 discusses the research design; Section 5 summarizes and analyzes the empirical results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Theory and Hypotheses Development

Anglo-Saxon literature is also very rich in tax matters. Several authors have addressed the issue of group taxation by examining tax management practices and their impact on group performance. To this context, Taylor and Richardson [23] examined tax management practices within corporate groups and found that transfer pricing and the use of intra-group debt are the most widely used techniques to reduce the tax liabilities of groups. Thus, in 2013, consideration is given to transfer pricing determinants as a means by which corporate groups can significantly reduce their tax liabilities [19], [20]. Also, another study has shown that the use of excessive funding between subsidiaries located in tax-deferred areas is an important tax management technique for corporate groups [20]. Moreover, a recent study conducted in the Tunisian context confirmed that groups of financial companies mainly use profit relief techniques and intra-group transactions in order to reduce their effective tax rate [24]. For some authors, undercapitalization and transfer pricing are the main determinants of tax avoidance within corporate groups [23].

We develop several hypotheses concerning the determinants of tax avoidance. To this case, several variables are supported to represent the main determinants of tax avoidance within corporate groups, namely intra-group transactions, group size, debts, multinationality, profitability and intangible assets. The literature review highlighted the following findings.

2.1. Group Size

Generally, large corporations engage in more commercial activities and financial transactions than small ones, providing them with significant opportunities to significantly reduce corporate taxes [16]. The large corporate groups tend to operate between group subsidiaries (leasing and financing transactions). They can also take advantage of the possibilities of tax arbitration between different tax jurisdictions.

In addition, Slemrod [26] found that the cost of tax management in large firms is lower than that of small firms. As a result, large firms can achieve economies of scale through tax planning, and also have additional resources and incentives to reduce the tax burden [16].

The research conducted by Bernard [36] found that large firms are manipulating transfer pricing. Furthermore, Hanlon [38] concluded that large firms generally exploit shortcomings in the tax law to reduce their tax liabilities.

Finally, the research of Benvignati, Al-Eryani, Conover and Nichols [30] have also found that large firms are most likely to manipulate transfer pricing in order to optimize their tax results.

To formally test the impact of group size on tax avoidance, we develop the following hypothesis:

H1. The group size is positively associated with the tax avoidance.

2.2. Debts

Highly indebted firms are likely to take advantage of the main characteristics of debt-capital (the fungibility of borrowed funds) in order to avoid a significant corporate tax burden [31], [32], [33]. Thus, [34] Multinational groups prefer to finance their subsidiaries with debt or equity transfers, these transfers are motivated by the possibilities of tax arbitrage between the zones for purely tax purposes.

In fact, tax considerations have made debt financing, the preferential form of financing in areas with high taxation [31], [16], [33].

Moreover, studies have confirmed that companies with a higher debt ratio are the companies that pay less tax. Indeed, Walsh and Ryan [35] find that firms frequently issue debt from foreign finance subsidiaries, particularly in favorable tax jurisdictions such as the Netherlands, to avoid paying interest withholding tax and to achieve tax deductibility of interest payments. Arbitrage activities of this kind demonstrate the connection between a firm's strategies and its financing and tax decisions.

In addition, a study by Rego [16] finds that firms with very high leverage also have a very low effective tax rate, as these firms use interest deductions to The amount of tax payable and also include very low tax provisions in the financial accounts. Previous research by Bernard [36] showed that
firms with high debt-to-equity ratios tend to pay less tax than firms with low debt-to-equity ratios.

In fact, a multinational group is encouraged to finance its foreign direct investment with debt if the corporate tax rate of the host country is higher than that of the corporate tax rate of the country of origin. In these cases, the company will be able to deduct interest payments at a higher rate if the loan is made by a foreign subsidiary rather than by the parent company [37]. In the American context, the study by Dyreng, [33] found that the success of long-term tax avoidance is significantly associated with higher leverage for US firms.

Finally, the latest studies by Taylor and Richardson [23] have confirmed that the financing operations (indebtedness) of the corporate group is strongly associated with the effective tax rate, the more the group is indebted, the more its ability to reduce the tax liabilities.

To formally test the impact of debts on tax avoidance, we develop the following hypothesis:

H2. Debts are positively associated with tax avoidance.

2.3. Intra-group Transactions

The work of Desai [14] showed that the transactions between subsidiaries located in areas with different taxation and offer more opportunities for tax avoidance. Moreover, Chadeaux and Rossignol have also confirmed that multinational groups can use intra-group transactions in order to optimize their tax management, by adopting an artificial transfer pricing strategy. They also added that the management of transfer prices between the subsidiaries of the same group constitutes a reel leverage of tax avoidance.

In 2000, Johnson studied the issue of transferring the profits from minority shareholders to the controlling shareholders (parent company) in the countries of Western Europe. Moreover, he demonstrated that this operation passes through intra-group transactions. From another point of view, most of the studies which done on the groups taxation have focused on intra-group transactions such as: the transactions between group subsidiaries and related companies, while they are trying to analyze the existence of tunnels and its size [57], [58], [59].

In addition, an in-depth examination of Korean companies concerning the profit transfer through intra-group transactions indicates that tunneling is not uniformly produced in all subsidiaries of business groups, because the intra-group transactions have both a negative and a positive aspect [60].

To formally test the impact of Intra-group transactions on tax avoidance, we develop the following hypothesis:

H3. Intra-group transactions are positively associated with tax avoidance.

2.4. Intangible Assets

Intangible assets (intellectual property, goodwill, patents and R & D expenditure) are the subject of several studies, they are the key issue in the tax avoidance process within corporate groups, which is about transferring of intangible assets between Group entities [47], [48]. The studies by Gravelle [49] found that Intangible assets and the transfer of payments (ie royalties allocated to intangible assets) are difficult to evaluate.

In fact, Grubert [47], showed that the transfer risk of intangible assets increases by the variability of interpretation of transfer pricing evaluations and the difficulty for firms to define precisely the transaction in which the transfers of ownership Intangibles take place.

Finally, the intangible assets are characterized by the absence of a well-established market and subjective valuation that can be exploited in different jurisdictions. As a result, there is a big possibility of tax avoidance on the intangible assets’ transfer when there is a difference in the effective tax rate between different jurisdictions [50].

To formally test the impact of Intangible assets on tax avoidance, we develop the following hypothesis:

H4. Intangible assets are positively associated with tax avoidance.

2.5. Profitability

The corporate profitability is the main determinant of its performance. Rego's [16] research has shown that firms with high profitability are most likely to engage in tax avoidance practices in order to reduce their tax liabilities. In addition, the study by Wilkie [41] and Limberg [42] found a positive relationship between pre-tax and effective tax rates. Rego [16] also reported that firms with higher pre-tax incomes are more likely to reduce taxes than firms with less pre-tax income. In other words, the most profitable firms can aggressively use transfer pricing techniques to transfer profits from high-tax areas to low-tax areas. The most famous example of this type of practice is that of companies such as: Apple, Google and Microsoft. they are the most profitable structures and they preferentially locate their profits in low tax jurisdictions and increase deductible expenses (royalties) in high tax jurisdictions, in order to reduce taxable profits [43], [45], [46].

To formally test the impact of profitability on tax avoidance, we develop the following hypothesis:

H5. Profitability is positively associated with tax avoidance.

2.6. Multinationality

Multinational companies are always seeking to optimize their tax management through effective tax planning strategies of all Group subsidiaries [16], [38]. The corporate that having foreign source profit from subsidiaries, will have more opportunities to engage in tax avoidance. Indeed, multinational companies have more possibilities to reduce their tax liabilities through the location of their activities in areas with low or no taxation. This operation is done by transferring the profits from high tax jurisdictions to low tax jurisdictions while exploiting the differential in the tax rate between countries [26]. In fact, Slemrod also confirmed that multinational groups use a set of optimization and tax planning techniques to significantly reduce the group's effective tax burden. Rego [16] also observed that multinational companies have more opportunity
to avoid corporation tax than domestic firms. Moreover, the multinationals can also achieve economies of scale in their management and tax planning by using the intra-group transactions.

In addition, Mills and Newberry [39] found that multinational corporations report lower taxable earnings in US subsidiaries than foreign subsidiaries located in areas with a relatively lower tax rate. Hanlon [38] observed that firms under foreign control are more motivated to increase their degree of tax avoidance than domestic controlled firms. Similarly, the study by Dyreng [33] showed that firms with high international exposure have more opportunities for tax avoidance. Moreover, Benvignati [28] also demonstrated in his study that the corporate groups with a large number of foreign subsidiaries are more involved in transfer pricing and tax avoidance strategies. Finally, Jacob [40] indicated that the multinational corporations have more opportunity to manipulate transfer pricing in order to reduce their tax liabilities due to the tax rate differential between the United States and group entities located abroad.

To formally test the impact of Multinationality on tax avoidance, we develop the following hypothesis:

H5. Multinationality is positively associated with tax avoidance.

3. Research Design

3.1. Sample Selection and Data Source

Our sample was initially composed of 50 corporate groups listed on the Moroccan stock exchange fora five-year period from 2011 to 2015. The sample then was reduced to 45 groups after excluding certain groups for the lack of financial information. Total of 225 observations. We choose these five exercises because they represent the latest data published by the listed Moroccan groups. Finally, all financial data used were collected manually from the consolidated financial statements and the annual reports published by the Moroccan Capital Market Authority (AMMC).

3.2. Base Regression Model

We use the multiple regression model whose parameters will be estimated by the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) method. The regression model is estimated as follows:

\[
\text{Tax liabilities (ETR)} (Y) = C + \text{Group size (X1)} + \text{debts (X2)} + \text{intra-group transactions (X3)} + \text{intangible assets (X4)} + \text{Profitability (X5)} + \text{multinationality (X6)} + \ell
\]

3.3. Dependent Variable

The variable (Y) represents the tax liabilities of the group and consequently the degree of tax avoidance, since the economic literature has shown that the degree of tax avoidance has often been measured by the effective tax rate [52], [33]. In this case, we also use the effective tax rates (ETR) as a dependent variable, determined by the ratio of the sum of cash tax paid over the 2011–2015 period divided by the sum of pre-tax accounting income over that same period.

In addition, tax avoidance has been defined by Schmidt, as the set of legal techniques that minimize the corporate tax burden. In other words, it uses all tax advantages offered by the tax system, to minimize the group tax liabilities.

3.4. Independent Variables

Our independent variables are denoted by the group size (X1), debt (X2), intra-group transactions (X3), intangible assets (X4), profitability (X5) and Multinationality (X6).

The group size is measured by the turnover. Moreover, Profitability is measured by the pre-tax result according to the research of Rego [16]. The group debt is measured by the group's debt level in accordance with the work of Stickney and McGee in 1982 and Gupta and Newberry [32]. The intangible assets are also measured by the level of intangible assets of the group. The multinationality is measured by the existence of subsidiaries abroad. Finally, intra-group transactions are also measured by the level Of transactions between subsidiaries.

4. The Empirical Results

4.1. Descriptive Statistics

The table 1 below summarizes the descriptive statistics of the dependent variable (Y) and the independent variables (X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6) for the period 2011-2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>1st Quartile</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>3rd Quartile</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>6813744</td>
<td>1.50E+09</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>53613257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X1</td>
<td>0.302833</td>
<td>665152.</td>
<td>495512.</td>
<td>820571.6</td>
<td>1847264.</td>
<td>1240632.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X2</td>
<td>0.304640</td>
<td>3001024.</td>
<td>1133389</td>
<td>254600.0</td>
<td>49696.00</td>
<td>351694.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X3</td>
<td>0.486288</td>
<td>59383000.</td>
<td>53613257</td>
<td>14526378</td>
<td>5500000.00</td>
<td>19430000.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X4</td>
<td>0.156664</td>
<td>83529.00</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>7645.000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>4600.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X5</td>
<td>0.180972</td>
<td>12137972.</td>
<td>960726.0</td>
<td>1812618.</td>
<td>6975030.0</td>
<td>2862397.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X6</td>
<td>-0.140419</td>
<td>2.894777</td>
<td>2.771858</td>
<td>4.584991</td>
<td>5.274834</td>
<td>3.810747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>2.980148</td>
<td>10.43486</td>
<td>10.28350</td>
<td>28.01434</td>
<td>32.23629</td>
<td>18.58344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarque-Bera</td>
<td>0.743101</td>
<td>832.4631***</td>
<td>785.4579***</td>
<td>6654.428***</td>
<td>9056.778***</td>
<td>2821.488***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>68.13744</td>
<td>1.50E+09</td>
<td>1.11E+09</td>
<td>1.85E+08</td>
<td>4.16E+08</td>
<td>2.79E+08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: (EViews) financial reports of the corporate groups

***: Statistically significant at risk levels 1%, 5% et 10%

Effective tax rates (ETR) (Y), Group size (X1), Debts (X2), Intra-group transactions (X3), intangible assets (X4), Profitability (X5), Multinationality (X6)

Evidence from Moroccan Groups
According to Table 1, it can be seen from the 225 observations that the effective tax rates averaged 30.2833%, minimum 15.668% and maximum 48.6288%.

4.2. Correlation Matrix

The correlation matrix between the different variables is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>X1</th>
<th>X2</th>
<th>X3</th>
<th>X4</th>
<th>X5</th>
<th>X6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.661577</td>
<td>0.478010</td>
<td>0.257216</td>
<td>0.050971</td>
<td>0.929720</td>
<td>0.297967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X1</td>
<td>0.661577</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.485202</td>
<td>0.325978</td>
<td>0.345693</td>
<td>0.712391</td>
<td>0.052400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X2</td>
<td>0.478010</td>
<td>0.485202</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.325978</td>
<td>0.345693</td>
<td>0.712391</td>
<td>0.052400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X3</td>
<td>0.257216</td>
<td>0.325978</td>
<td>0.325978</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.359468</td>
<td>0.282666</td>
<td>0.057821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X4</td>
<td>0.050971</td>
<td>0.345693</td>
<td>0.345693</td>
<td>0.359468</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.045853</td>
<td>-0.186220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X5</td>
<td>0.929720</td>
<td>0.712391</td>
<td>0.712391</td>
<td>0.282666</td>
<td>0.045853</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.287601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X6</td>
<td>0.297967</td>
<td>0.052400</td>
<td>0.052400</td>
<td>0.045853</td>
<td>0.287601</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: EViews output computed from financial reports of the corporate groups.

The correlation matrix shows the existence of three categories of variables:

1. The strong correlation Variables with the dependent variable are:
   - X1: Group size
   - X5: Profitability
   The X5 variable coefficient shows a problem of multicollinearity, so it will be removed from the model.

2. The medium correlation Variables with the dependent variable are:
   - X2: Debts
   - X4: Intangible assets

3. The low correlation Variables with the dependent variable are:
   - X3: Intra-group transactions
   - X6: Multi-nationality

4.3. Regression Results

Using the Eviews software, and having eliminated the X5 variable, the Table 3 below presents the multiple regression results of our LSM model using the Least Squares method:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>t-Statistic</th>
<th>Prob.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.652062</td>
<td>27.69084</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X2</td>
<td>-1.267802</td>
<td>1.210329</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X3</td>
<td>-1.809876</td>
<td>-1.828375</td>
<td>0.0389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X4</td>
<td>-0.775410</td>
<td>0.505160</td>
<td>0.0840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X6</td>
<td>-0.532580</td>
<td>0.561961</td>
<td>0.0087</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: EViews

By applying Stepwise's regression method, it appears that a third non-significant variable has appeared, it is the variable X4 relating to Intangible assets, According to having eliminated it, here is the new model:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>t-Statistic</th>
<th>Prob.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.652062</td>
<td>27.69084</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X2</td>
<td>-1.267802</td>
<td>1.210329</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X3</td>
<td>-1.809876</td>
<td>-1.828375</td>
<td>0.0389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X6</td>
<td>-0.532580</td>
<td>0.561961</td>
<td>0.0087</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Table 3 above, the model is globally significant because the p-value of Fisher is <5% and the square R of the model is in the order of 99.23%, which means that the quality of Model fit is very good and the model has significant explanatory power. Whereas there is a second non-significant variable that represents the group size (X1), so it should be eliminated from the database for re-estimating function.

4.4. Correction and Analysis of Results

After removing the non-significant variables, we will re-estimate the model in order to find the optimal model using the STEPWISE regression method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>t-Statistic</th>
<th>Prob.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.652062</td>
<td>27.69084</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X2</td>
<td>-1.267802</td>
<td>1.210329</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X3</td>
<td>-1.809876</td>
<td>-1.828375</td>
<td>0.0389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X6</td>
<td>-0.532580</td>
<td>0.561961</td>
<td>0.0087</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: EViews
The following conclusions can be drawn from the analysis of the results above:

(1) The increase in the level of indebtedness by 1% leads to a decrease in the EIR of 1.267802%.
(2) The increase in intra-group transactions by 1% leads to a decrease in the EIR of 1.809876%.
(3) The creation of a subsidiary abroad (the multinationality) leads to a reduction of the EIR of 0.532580%.
(4) The other variables remained constant.

Firstly, our regression results also showed that intra-group transactions are negatively associated with the effective tax rate, while the corporate groups carry out many internal transactions in order to transfer the profits from the beneficiary subsidiaries to the deficit subsidiaries and that for reducing the tax liability.

Secondly, the level of indebtedness is negatively associated with the effective tax rate. The Moroccan corporate Groups use debt financing between subsidiaries. This form of financing generates interest expenses that can be deducted from their tax income. For that, most firms prefer to choose debt financing than to use their own means.

Finally, the multinationality is positively associated with the effective tax rate. The corporate groups have many opportunities to reduce corporate taxes by locating operations in low-tax jurisdictions, by shifting income from high-tax jurisdictions to low-tax jurisdictions, and by exploiting variations in the tax rules of different countries.

4.5. Residual Diagnostic Test

(1) Test normality of residuals
We are going to verify the normality of residuals, and one of those hypotheses below should be checked:
H0: residuals are normally distributed.
H1: Residuals are not normally distributed.

According to table 6 above, the probability of the Jarque-Bera statistic, provided by Eviews, is more than 5% (0.099504 > 0.05), therefore, the hypothesis H0 of Residuals normality is accepted. So, it should be concluded that residues are normally distributed.

(2) Heteroskedasticity test of residuals
To verify the residual heteroscedasticity, the following two hypotheses must be verified:
H0 = Residuals are homoscedastic
H1 = Residuals are heteroscedastic

After the Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey test, we found that the Ho hypothesis is verified because the probability of F statistic is more than 5% (0.05). Therefore, it should be confirmed that the residues are homoscedastic.

(3) Autocorrelation test
To check the non-auto correlation of residuals, it is necessary to verify the following two hypotheses:
- H0: residues are non-auto-correlated
- H1: residues are self-correlated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6. Heteroskedasticity test of residuals.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heteroskedasticity Test: Breush-Pagan-Godfrey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent Variable: RESID^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method: Least Squares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-statistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prob. F (4,172)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obs*R-squared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prob. Chi-Square (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.427983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.508607</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: EViews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7. Autocorrelation test of residuals.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breush-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent Variable: RESID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method: Least Squares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-statistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prob. F (6,218)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obs*R-squared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prob. Chi-Square (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.379830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.851083</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: EViews
Following the results of the Breusch-Godfrey test above, the probability of F statistic is more than 5% (0.0876). The hypothesis H0 is verified, therefore the residuals are not self-correlated. By performing the residuals analysis, the model is clearly identified after the validity of all the tests, especially, the homoscedasticity test, the independence test and the normality test. Finally, the results of this study confirmed the advanced theoretical analysis.

5. Conclusion

This study examines the main determinants of tax avoidance within Moroccan corporate groups listed on the Casablanca Stock Exchange. The regression results confirmed the validity of the hypotheses put forward (H2, H3, and H6) during our work, which means that intra-group transactions, group indebtedness, multinationality are negatively associated with The Group's tax burden. It should be concluded that these three variables represent the main determinants of tax avoidance within the corporate groups. Therefore, they contribute significantly to reduce the tax liabilities. However, our study is including several limitations. First of all, the data used in our study are derived from the financial statements published by corporate groups listed on the stock exchange, whereas the unlisted corporate groups are excluded from our sample. Secondly, the absence of a tax consolidation regime in Morocco does not make it possible to correctly assess the impact of these determinants on the effective tax rate of the group.

Finally, our basic regression model could not be perfect, whereas, the tax avoidance determinants tested in our model represent only certain internal variables of the group, but there are other variables that have not been taken into consideration and influencing the tax avoidance process such as: the relationship of the directors’ board with the shareholders, the role of the tax authority, the personnel’s skills and the tax havens. However, these variables were excluded due to the lack of data. Future research can examine this issue.
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